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'Ye Shall Know The Truth'

Issue twenty-two

World Vision's Enastrom to speak

Graduation approaches
for Taylor seniors
Three hundred and twenty-three
students will join the ranks as
alumni of Taylor University on
Saturday, May 23 at 2:30 p.m.
commencement exercises.
According to Director of
Records Carmen L. Taylor, "One
hundred and sixty-six students will
receive Bachelor of Arts degrees,
145 will receive Bachelor of
Science degrees, two Bachelor of
Music degrees will be conferred,
and 12 individuals will receive
Associate of Arts degrees."
"Two students will receive two
degrees," she added.
For the graduating students and
their families, festivities will
begin on Friday evening with a
senior banquet in the dining
commons
served
by
administrators, faculty and their
spouses.
A senior program will convene
in the Rediger Chapel/Auditorium
consisting of a charge from
President
Jay
Kesler,
the
presentation of the class gift, the
presentation of the Distinguished
Parents Award and a program
coordinated by the seniors titled
"Hie Year of die Guinea Pig."
On Saturday at 9:30 a.m.,
student body president-elect Philip
Herman will carry the mace and

lead
the
procession
of
administrators, trustees, faculty
members and students into the
annual Baccalaureate services.
President Jay Kesler will preside.
President and Chief Executive
Officer of World Vision and
Taylor
alumnus
Ted
W.
Engstrom, will present the address
titled "Be a Global Christian."
During
the
afternoon
commencement exercises, Donald
Wrigley, father of senior Jay
Wrigley, will ask the invocation.
Senior class president Quinn
White will read the senior
Scripture verse Jeremiah 29:11,
and Student Body President Jim
Wierenga will present the senior
student address "Remember."
Students wearing gold tassels
have earned cum laude academic
excellence. A gold cord represents
magna cum laude, and a gold sash
stands for summa cum laude.
Professor William A. Ewbank
and Professor Fred H. Luthy will
be honored in the program for
their years of service to the
institution.
Dr. J. Paul Gentile, trustee,
will also be recognized for
donating the carillon of the Rice
Bell Tower in honor of his wife
Barbara.

I he Echo would like to
JL thank the students,
staff, faculty, and
administration of Taylor
University for your
support this year. This is
the last paper of the year.
Excuse us seniors as we
take this opportunity to
say what's on our minds.
Thanks again for a great
year.

* * m m

Dr. Ted W. Engstrom, this year's baccalaureate speaker, spends much of his time traveling on
behalf of World Vision, of which he is president. Engstrom is a '38 graduate of Taylor.

Last thoughts from your president
You know, they say that
Spring is the time when a young
man's heart turns to love. As a
senior, I must say that although
the heart may tend toward love,
the mind is totally preoccupied
with other things; things such as
past memories and future plans.
It's a feeling of nostalgia and
childlike anticipation at the same
time.
As a result, my actions of late
have been a little out of the norm.
These last few days I'll be doing
odd (nostalgic) things such as
taking pictures of everything from
the lovely rock garden by the
Union to the service building out
in back of the Odle gymnasium;
ordering the flavors of "Hoe's
shakes I haven't tried yet; taking a
swim in Taylor lake; and other
such "senior" activities.
As one fellow senior said,
"Everything, no matter how
trivial, is fair game for thoughtful
reflections."
I
will
miss
dedicated
administrators and professors who
work here at such a low salary
because they want to, because
they believe in Taylor and the
impact they can have on us as
young adults.
I will miss the friends I have
made here and will take with me a
piece of Taylor in the form of
several close friends whom I have
no doubt will be lifetime friends.
I will miss the leadership
opportunities
I
have
been

fortunate to have had here; and
finally I will miss the general
atmosphere of this place that has
been so conducive to building my
faith, my intellect, and my love
and appreciation for the body of
Christ

"It's too easy
to be cynical
and complain
about
everything."

Of course, there are things I
will leave behind which I'm
certain I'll never lose sleep over.
Things such as: being scalded in
the shower everytime a toilet is
flushed, taking essay tests, going
to ten committee meetings every
week, long lines at the DC, and
all-nighters. But no place this side
of heaven is perfect and you
simply learn to live with these
sort of things as a Taylor student
As words of advice for
underclassmen, I offer one phrase:
GET INVOLVED. The law of

reciprocity holds true here: the
more you put in, the more you
get out Allow yourself to be
challenged by things other than
academics.
Find something you think you
may like and try it. In the process,
you'll mature and discover where
your gifts lie. It's too easy to be
cynical and to complain about
everything. It's too easy to sit
back and point out the "injustices"
of Taylor. Get out there and do
something about it
Not only are you depriving us
of your talent and insight when
you don't get involved, but you're
also robbing yourself of growth
and achievement Taylor doesn't
want to graduate critical students
with loads of head knowledge and
no practical experience. Taylor is
here to prepare you for life, for
being leaders, Mies who know the
truth in a generation of people
without a cause. We are called to
take the message of Jesus Christ
to all the world, and our mission
begins here as we are challenged
to be all that we can be in Christ
Enjoy these last few days,
cherish the time you have here
"making the most of every
opportunity." (Also, if you're in
one of my pictures, please smile!)
God bless you and thank you
for the opportunity I have had to
serve you as student body
president
Love in Christ

Jim Wierenga
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Summer jobs sh-shmobs
by Michael Prell
Summer jobs are a part of the college experience that are
very often overlooked A summer job can be a very
enjoyable experience. I ought to know because during my
three college summers I've held five different jobs.
Now I like to think that this is because I'm a curious
person who likes to experience different things.
Sometimes I think it is because I just get bored very
easily. Either way, summer jobs are fun.
One summer I worked at an ice cream parlor. I had my
own little window to serve people from, and as they went
to or came back from summer activities, I was there to
serve them. In my little window. Swatting flies. Up to
my elbows in sticky ice cream. Little filthy children
screaming for "red ice cream" and then dropping it on the
hot sidewalk.
Maybe fun isn't the right word. Summer jobs are
interesting.
I worked at a movie theatre during every one of my
college summers. I was an usher and I took tickets and
swept the lobby occasionally. Do you know what an
usher does in between movies? Nothing! I usually ended
up standing by the window watching kids ride their bikes
around in die parking lot. I've eaten more popcorn out of
boredom than most small cities consume in a decade.
Interesting doesn't seem to do justice to the summer job
experience. Summer jobs are challenging.
Last summer I worked at a Western New York
franchise called "Mighty Taco." I would work for eight
hours a day making tacos, burritos and all kinds of other
little hot spicy tilings that deadened the nerves in my
finger tips. I don't think challenging is the word I'm
looking for. The most challenging thing I did was try to
fold up burritos and hope the sour cream didn't squirt out
the sides.
Do you really want to know what summer jobs are?!
Summer jobs are a result of the fallen world in which we
live. Anybody who would rather work in a synthetic fast
food plant rather than go to the beach, or go to a park, or
go camping, or do just about anything outside is
obviously a crazed psychopath.
After we graduate, the phrase summer vacation will
take on some sort of sardonic meaning for us who will, in
all likelihood, be working at some job we swore we'd
never even consider in college. Summer jobs are lunacy.
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I'm beginning to understand
by David Bachman
College is weird. I just am beginning to understand what it's all about, and next
weekend I'll be finished. It's not what I expected. Maybe college is about the
unexpected. About beginning to understand.
In high school they told me that college was very important and that it was one of the
most important decisions I would ever make. So they gave me books to read that talked
about jobs and salaries and employment opportunities through 1995.
They made me sit through a seminar as they explained to me that physical therapy and
systems analysis were THE careers of the 80s and beyond. I didn't know what physical
therapy was (and it sounded a little too intimate for me anyway) so I decided I would be
a systems analyst
So I came to Taylor to learn how to be a systems analyst And I learned that I didn't
want to be a systems analyst. I didn't know what I wanted to be. I didn't want to think
about it There was too many other things to think about.
So I thought about other things. For the first time in my life I sat down and talked
with others my own age about REAL things. War. Death. Hunger. Philosophy. Life.
And I began to ask questions.
Eventually I became a mass communications major. (Not one of THE career fields of
the 80s and beyond) And now I am ending my short career as editor of this paper.
Have I found the career that's right for me? I doubt it. But that's o.k. College isn't
about jobs and salaries and employment opportunities through 1995.
College has given me very few answers. But I have learned how to ask questions. I
have learned to open my eyes and see a world that is really messed up. I'm beginning to
understand what we mean when we say that this is a fallen world.
I'm beginning to understand why college is weird. Life is weird. life is full of the
unexpected. Life is about beginning to understand.
So what do I do now? I have a job for the summer and then I hope to work in
community development in Haiti for 6 months or so. I have a long list of books I can't
wait to read and a long list of friends that I'm already beginning to miss.
College is weird. And cool.

Opinion: As alumni we are responsible
Thomas W. Archbald, II
Wow, graduation! It is very
strange to think that in just eight
days we, the senior class, will be
graduating from
Taylor
University, and stepping into the
ranks of her alumni. When I think
of the alumni, a vision comes to
mind of a middle-aged couple that
visits
every
year
during
Homecoming in their recreational
vehicle. This vision may be true
of some of our alumni, but the
fact remains that a large part of
the Taylor alumni are just like
you and me. They are young men
and women who are trying to
establish themselves in the world.
When one thinks about the
word "alumni," the next phrase
that usually comes to mind is

"annual contribution." This is
because almost every college and
university in America that would
like to see the year 2000 must
have the financial support of its
alumni. Taylor is no different in
this regard.
In fact, alumni
donations in the next ten to fifteen
years will probably mean more to
Taylor than to the average school
because we have such a low
endowment fund.
Most recent graduates of Taylor
do not donate much on an annual
basis because they simply do not
possess enough excess capital to
make significant contributions.
But if one thinks about it, how
much
is
a
significant
contribution? The truth of the
matter is that there are not many

of us that can donate a million
dollars like the Zondervans or
Hodsons have done in the past;
but I truly believe that if all of the
alumni would begin to donate one
percent of their gross annual
earnings, the endowment fund
would stabilize enough to curb the
eight percent annual tuition
increases that Taylor has had to
impose upon her students in
recent years.
I have often heard comments
like, "How can I begin to donate
money to Taylor when I haven't
even paid off my student loans?" I
realize the importance of paying
off student loans, but I believe
that being financially responsible
for our debts is a different matter
continued on page four
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Senior wants to know something: 'How do we say goodbye?'
Randy Southern
"Life is a series of hellos and
goodbyes. I'm afraid it's time for
goodbye again." -Billy Joel
Four years ago, some 400
nervous teenagers, all suffering
from severe identity crises,
stepped onto the campus of an
isolated midwest college and
began a new chapter in their lives.
Next Saturday, the four-year
chapter ends.
Four years? What happened to
them? It couldn't have been four
years ago that I was writing (and
rewriting) freshman comp papers;
a year, maybe — but four years
ago?
Why didn't we notice the time
passing so quickly then? Maybe
fine arts had something to do with
it It has a way of distorting one's
perception of time. Heaven knows
I've sat through lectures on
Renaissance architecture that
seemed like four years in
themselves.
But hoe we are, a week from
graduation, and I need to know
something. How do we say
goodbye? We've become a family
of sorts. What do we say when we
know there's a possibility that we
will never see each other again?
"Thanks for the past four years,
have a nice life.?"
Oh, there are ways of dealing
with goodbye. We could all
maintain hard-boy facades and

pretend it doesn't bother us.
Humor might also work. Joke
around long enough and there
won't be time to say goodbye.
Make plans to see someone one
more time before we leave and
then avoid them until after we're
gone. Or, better yet, say
something like, "This really isn't
goodbye - I'll come see you in
the summer." Postpone goodbye
indefinitely.
But this is goodbye. Now it's
time to face the demon we've
heard about for four years - the
"real world." Gone are the
imaginary campus boundaries that
forbid die entrance of harsh
reality. Of all the things at
Taylor, I think I took those
boundaries for granted more than
anything else. They stretched to
Muncie for midnight movies and
Hartford City for Homestead runs.
We started to cross them for job
interviews, but we could run back
to the safety of campus if things
got too tough.
I've got some questions about
this "real world" stuff. Will the
people out there really
care
whether we succeed or not? Who
do we go to when we get burned
by a date? Are the stereos out
there loud enough to drown out
our problems? (Remember how,
after a bad day of classes, turning
your stereo up seemed to make
things better?) And what will

become of the impromptu air-band
jam sessions that got us through
many a night of studying?
I suppose we will see each
other again, though distance will
limit the frequency. We'll talk at
Homecoming. But soul-baring
confession and discussions of our
doubts and fears will be replaced
by chit-chat about new business
ventures and vacation plans.
Maybe our kids will play
together. Maturity hits hard.
This is not the tone I want to
set for this article. Sure, I have
doubts about the future. We all
do. But we're survivors. We made
it through Senior Seminar. What
else could compare?
I don't dread graduation for one
reason. Taylor has nothing left to
offer me. I've done everything I
wanted to do here. I've met
everyone I wanted to meet I've
participated in everything I wanted
to participate in. If I could give
one
piece of
advice
to
underclassmen (and I'm sure you're
all holding your breath for this
one) it would be: If you have the
slightest desire to be on the
Homecoming Committee, or to
do an act for Nostalgia Night, or
to run for class president, or to
ask someone out, or anything - do
it. It might be embarrassing, but
I'd take a little embarrassment
over regret any day. It would be
terrible to graduate from here

though. This constant change
keeps Taylor fresh and alive.
Lest I develop the hard-guy
attitude next week or try to
Taylor is a unique place. It's as postpone it - this is my goobye. I
though everyone is allotted four wish I could tell everyone
years here. After your four years individually what they've meant to
are up, you become part of me and how they've affected my
Taylor's history. As alumni, we'll life, but I have neither the time
always be a part of Taylor, but it nor the courage to do so. But
will never be like the four years almost everyone on the campus
we spent as students here. This has had some impact on my life,
becomes obvious when you watch even people I've never met before just seeing you around campus
alumni who try to hang around
campus after they've graduated. became part of my life.
I'm going to miss everyone.
They're treated differently. It's as
though they've overstayed their (Well, almost everyone.) Thanks
welcome. It's as it should be, for the best four years of my life.

thinking, "I wish I would have..."
or "If only I'd..." Just do it - no
regrets.

As student, don't be afraid to try
We've all heard phrases such as
"It's not whether you win but how
you play the game," and "It's not
the grade but what you learn from
the class," but do we really buy
into that philosophy.
I hope so. The purpose of
writing this commentary is not to
profess an elevated knowledge on
the topic of experiencing college
life to the fullest. Rather, it
presents the flip-side to the issue:
Fear of trying.
For some college students, this
is the time of your life that you've
been waiting for ~ a chance to be
involved in a myriad of activities
and have the time of your life
doing it, regardless of whether you
do it well or not. For others, it is
a time of startling revelation to
you: The big fish in the small
pond has entered a very big lake
with a lot of bigger fish (and
better in some cases) than you. If
ever there was a valid time to
retreat in self-defeat (no pun
intended), this would be it and
perhaps no one would blame you.
But I would encourage you to
take a lesson from the person in
the former case. Not doing so may
result in a great many regrets as
you face the moment that many of
us are in another weekgraduation.
So, you ask, "What makes you
the expert?" That's a valid

question and one that I asked
myself before I sat down to write
this commentary. But much to
my surprise, I decided I was
qualified if only for the reason that
I was one of those little fish that
now wishes she hadn't been so
scared of not swimming as well as
the bigger (and many times better)
fish.

"/ encourage
you not to be
intimidated
by the
competition."
I leave with you two things to
ponder. The first is something
that I really didn't think about
until about two days ago. That is,
even if you try for something and
experience rejection or exclusion
from that particular activity or
position, the person that decided
the issue does not constitute the
whole world's opinion. Often
times, that's been a tough truth
for me to see in the face of
rejection from something I feel
particularly qualified for.

The other thing is probably
much
more
important
to
remember but not something I
think many of us do remember no
matter how many times it is
preached to us from the chapel
podium, from our parents, or
friends. That is, God did make us
all to possess abilities and talents
unique only to us, and giving in
to the "opposition" (that is, the
feeling that "I'd never be able to
do that"), is in effect saying that
what a select group of persons
think is worth more than what
God knows. I urge you to reread
Psalm 139 as a potent reminder of
this.
Finally, I encourage you not to
be intimidated by the competition.
Many times I have discovered
during my four years at Taylor
that the only difference between
the "doer" and the "observer" is in
the self-belief that the former has.
Best of luck to those of you
returning to TU in the fall — I
believe you can have a tremendous
experience at Taylor if you can
only believe in the gifts God has
given you to share and I strongly
encourage you to share them,
because whatever they are, you
can be certain that God will use
them.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Milleman '87

Fun, Food and Enter tainment
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Me the managers of Boyart's Late-Niyht
would like to thonh you, the student body,
for your continual support of our
business venture.

NOW BACK T O THE PARTY!
NO STUDYING ALLOWED
AT
BOGART'S LATE-NIGHT
Open Friday and Saturday 9-1 am
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S P O R T S
John Ely, sports editor

Taylor sports wind up seasons
Baseball
overall record: 26-20
coaches comments: "The competitive
ness of the guys was incredible. There
were only three games all year that we
didn't have a shot at winning going into
the final innings. With a little more
pitching depth or defensive work, we
could have just as easily been 30-16."
-Larry Winterholter
top performers:
most hits- Dan James
highest batting percentage-Greg Sweet
Lowest ERA/ best record-Rich Frieder
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^hoto by Uuane UnKey

Junior Erik Fahlen concentrates on a putt at a recent golf match.

Athletic awards announced
Trojan Club Man of the
Year Award
An award given annually by
the coaching staff to a male
athlete who has shown character,
academic achievement, Christian
perspective, campus leadership,
and athletic ability.
Winner: Three way tie. Greg
Habegger, Brian Shepherd, Steve
Wild.
Habegger- "This award is
something I'm proud of because it
caps off four good years in the
Taylor basketball program. I'm
also proud because it's not just an
athletic award, it's an award for
how basketball has helped me
develop into a total person."
Shepherd- "The award made all
the woik I've put into running
worthwile. It's good to know that
others have noticed my dedication.
I'd like to thank the coaches for

Alumni
continued from page two
ditirely than tithing to a Christian
institution.
I believe that Taylor University
is a Christian institution that not
only prepares young men and
women for careers but that it
prepares them for lives of being
servants of the living Christ. It is
very apparent that Taylor is facing
a financial watershed, and it is my
challenge to my fellow classmates
to help lead the school to financial
stability.

molding me into the person I am.
I'd also like to thank the jarheads
for the best four years of my life."
Wild- "I appreciate the award
very much, but it would not have
been possible without support of
team members and friends during
my years at Taylor."

Trojan Club
the Year Award

Female

Men's Track
overall record: 55-5
coach's comments: "I was very pleased
with the way the season went. We
worked hard and competed well. Our
second place at Little State was the
highlight of our season. Everyone
performed well."
-Bill Bauer
top performers:
most valuable, running events- Brian
Shepherd
most valuable, field events- Ken
Browner
most consistent- Pete Bowman
best effort- Bob Bragg
school record- Bruce Beard, hammer
Women's Track
overall record: 52-4
coach's comments: "We had a great
year. Overall we broke records, we had
personal bests, we just had a good year.

Our biggest accomplishment was
competing for the title at Christian
nationals."
-Jill Wyant
top performers:
school records- Michelle Hollar, triple
jump; Sherry Pomeroy, 800,1500; Jodi
Williamson, 10,000; Ann DeGraf, 400
relay; Lisa Miller, 400 relay; Marsha
Walker, 400 relay; Michelle Hollar, 400
relay.
Softball
overall record: 4-18
coach's comments: "It was a good year.
The girls kept looking ahead and stuck
together as a team. They always kept their
head in it and played well. That's what I
appreciate.
-Ron Korfmacher
top performers:
most valuable, offensive and defensiveSherry Smith
most improved- Shannon Ford
four year letterman- Sherry Smith, Chris
Macklin
three year letterman- Ro Fakes
Golf
coach's comments: "All year long we
worked toward districts. We ended up
sixth out of 13 and played as well as we
could have. It was quite an
accomplishment for our team."
-Joe Romine
top performers:
lowest amount of strokes after 11
matches- Erik Fahlen, Jon Phillips

of

Winner. Karen Helm
"I guess this award means a lot
to me because it covers the person
I am as a whole, not just as an
athlete.
That's what Taylor
University stands for...being the
best you can be."

"Hie Trojane Award
An award given to a female
athlete who has brought the most
honor to Taylor through athletics.
Winner: Jodi Williamson
"The award really means a lot
to me because it's my senior year.
I've valued my experiences here at
Taylor so I'm delighted I can bring
recognition to Taylor. Ill miss
the coaches, my teammates, and
being an athlete for Taylor."

The Gates/Howard Award
An award started in 1934 to
honor a male athlete who has
brought the most honor to Taylor
through athletics.
Winner Ralph Gee
"I try to keep it all in
perspective.
I don't think of
myself as 'super.' I just want to

thank God. It all came throught
God given talent, hard work, and
guidance by my coach. I just like
to give credit to my teammates
especially Greg Habegger, Scott
Polsgrove, and Jim Bushur."

/
When you work in a
Christian camp, you not only
have fun, you show kids what it
means to live for Jesus Christ. In a Christian
camp your summer job makes a difference
in a child's life! Call Intercristo's Christian
Placement Network today and discover
thousands of job openings in Christian
camps across the U.S.A. and Canada.

For more information call Intercristo
TOLL FREE 1-800-426-1342
in AK, HI, or WA call 1-206-546-7330

Qasa cPatritia apartments
Second and Joyce Streets
Two Bedroom Apartment
Available 2nd Semester

Kitchen Appliances
Total Electric

Management By:
&jAr.fo

j/ucc&id,

664-0604

Congratulations
Seniors!

Everyone else have a great
summer, and we'll see you
next year!

